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Did you know?
Many people may be tempted
to discard rusty tools that have
gone unused and sat in a garage
or shed for a significant period
of time. But tools encrusted with
rust do not need to be relegated
to the trash bin, nor do gardeners have to toil for hours scraping
and sanding off the rust. There’s a
much easier way to restore rusty
tools that relies on a common
household ingredient: vinegar.
Pour vinegar into a deep
enough vessel to submerge the metal part of the
tool. Soak the tool overnight.
The next day, use a scouring pad
to rub off the rust. If the tool is too
big to fit into a can or bucket, sim-
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ply wrap it with a vinegar-soaked
rag and cover the whole tool with
a tightly secured plastic bag. Follow the same procedure the next
day. After all the rust is gone,
rinse the tool in cool water and
dry thoroughly. Then return
it to regular usage.

It’s Spring!

Singing Springs Nursery
“A delight for the gardening spirit in everyone”
3840 U.S. Rt. 42, Cardington • 419-864-6841
West of Cardington, a tree-lined lane by a pond on Rt. 42
by Co. Rd. 11 intersect across Cardington Yutaka Technologies

It’s time for your dream.

LANDSCAPING & GARDEN CENTER-

Home, Auto, Business
& Personal Loans

Annual and Perennial Flowers, Shade, Ornamental, Roses,
Evergreen Trees, Shrubs, Bushes, Ornamental Grasses

Garden Seeds & Plants

Vegetable Plants, Seed Potatoes, Onion
Sets, Strawberry, Rhubarb, Grapevines,
Raspberry Bushes, Bulk Seed & Packets

Landscaping Supplies

Landscape Stone, Potting Soil, Mulch
(Hardwood, Pine, Cedar, Cypress),
Fertilizers, Pesticides

SLACK’S GROCERY NOOK-

Bacon ✳ Summer Sausage ✳ Pork Chops ✳ Roasts and Ribs
Ground Beef ✳ Beef Steaks and Roasts
Seafood and Seasonal Produce

OH-70112653

OH-70112197

Spring Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 11-3
Starts April 25th (Hours vary with season)

firstfederalbankofohio.bank
Galion, Mt. Gilead, Cardington, Mansfield, Ontario, Shelby, Tiffin & Sandusky

How urban gardeners can
lower the risk of contact
with soil contaminants

C

ity dwellers may once have thought
that gardening was a hobby for
suburbanites or those living in rural
areas. But urban gardening has grown in
popularity as more and more city folk have
looked for ways to increase their access to
healthy, low-cost produce.
Urban agriculture may seem like a relatively
new idea, but National Geographic notes
that it actually dates back to the 19th century, when Detroit mayor Hazen Pingree devised a plan to help the city’s unemployed
laborers during a period of economic crisis.
Mayor Pingree developed an idea to use
acres of vacant and idle lands throughout
the city to create subsistence gardens.
Begun in 1894, the program would peak in

1897 with the participation of more than 1,500
families. The program would taper by 1901 as
the economy improved, but there’s no denying
the relative success of the mayor’s program.
Urban gardens can be just as beneficial today
as they were in Detroit in the late 19th century. However, the Environmental Protection
Agency notes that some sites that are now
home to urban gardens were once occupied
by industrial and commercial operations.
That’s a significant concern for those who
want to start urban agriculture programs in
their cities, as the soil might be contaminated.
But the EPA says the possibility of contamination should not keep prospective urban gardeners from going forward with their plans.
Rather, the EPA recommends gardeners take
various steps if they determine the soil where
they hope to plant an urban garden has been
contaminated.
Consult your local and state environmental agencies. Local and state environmental
agencies can help would-be urban gardeners
connect with professional site cleanup specialists. These specialists can recommend
various ways to reduce high levels of contaminants.

Galion Inquirer
Build raised garden beds. The EPA notes
that raised beds are the most common way to
reduce the risk of coming into contact with soil
contaminants. Raised beds use clean soil that
couples with materials necessary to build the
beds that serves as physical barriers between
the plants and potential contaminants in the
ground soil.
Employ soil amendments. Soil amendments
can be used to bind contaminants so they are
no longer mobile or bioavailable. A thick layer
of organic material also serves as a barrier
against potential contaminants.
Replace contaminated soil. Replace contaminated soil with soil that has been tested
and confirmed as contaminant-free.
Phytotechnologies are another way to clean
up contaminated soil, though the EPA notes
that this approach can take years and won’t
necessarily prove effective against every contaminant.
Urban gardening gives city dwellers a chance
to enjoy a wonderful hobby. When soil contaminants are effectively addressed, city
residents can enjoy access to fresh, affordable
produce grown right in their communities.

OH-70112320
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Benefits of freestanding tubs

F

ew home design elements provide the
instant wow factor of freestanding tubs.
Freestanding tubs have an air of luxury
that can help current homeowners relax, and
impress buyers when homes go on the market.
Freestanding tubs are typically made of cast
iron or porcelain. The home improvement
website HomeAdvisor notes that cast iron is
durable and solid and retains heat well, which
is great for those who want to spend more
than a little time relaxing in a freestanding
tub. However, because cast iron is so heavy,
installing a cast iron tub may require structural
reinforcement of the flooring, which will add to
the overall cost of the project.
According to HomeAdvisor, the average cost
to install a tub varies widely depending on the
type of tub, the materials its made of and other
factors, including plumbing and piping. For
example, the cost to install a freestanding tub
will rise considerably if new plumbing and piping are necessary.
Before purchasing a freestanding tub, homeowners should seek estimates regarding

installation, making sure to get them in writing. Contractors will determine if structural
reinforcement is necessary and include such
costs in their estimates. In addition, make sure
to ask contractors to investigate piping and
plumbing so no surprises pop up after the tub
has been purchased and work has begun.
If estimates from contractors aren’t budget
busting, homeowners can consider these benefits of freestanding tubs before making their
final decisions.
• Cleaning: Because they’re detached from
other bathroom fixtures and not flush against
the wall, freestanding tubs tend to be easier to
clean than built-in bathtubs. Freestanding tubs
are accessible from all sides, making it easy
to reach all those nooks and crannies where
grime can build up.
• Return on investment: In its 2018 “Cost vs.
Value” report, Remodeling magazine noted
that upscale bathroom remodels recouped
56.2 percent of their cost at resale. That was
a better return on investment than an upscale
kitchen remodel (53.5 percent) and an upscale
master suite addition (48.3 percent). The

thought of a sizable return on investment can
make relaxing in a freestanding tub that much
more enjoyable.
• Warmth: Even freestanding tubs made of
materials other than cast iron offer great heat
retention. Stone resin bathtubs, for example,

provide excellent insulation on cold nights.
That’s ideal for people who want to unwind in
the tub without having to exit early because
the water has become cold.
Freestanding tubs can transform regular bathrooms into luxurious oases.

E

1299 Harding Highway East | Marion OH 43302

OH-70112726

41021591

OH-70111598

www.millerlawnpower.com
740-382-9162

See dealer or toro.com (toro.ca for Canadian residents) for warranty details. Product availability, pricing & special promotions are subject to dealer options
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How tree
services can

protect your
property
C

old weather can take its toll on a property, especially in
regions of the world where winters are harsh. Most parts
of the landscape are vulnerable to damage from winter
storms, but trees may be especially susceptible. By the end of
winter, many homeowners wonder if their trees would benefit
from some professional TLC.

Tree services provide a host of services. While fall is a popular
time to remove trees from a property, doing so in spring is not
unheard of, especially if trees were affected by winter storms
and now pose a threat to a home and the people who live inside it.
Homeowners considering tree services can explore the following ways that some professional arbor attention can protect
them and their homes.
Tree services can help protect a home’s foundation. Old
trees that stretch well into the sky can be captivating, but they
also can pose a threat to a home’s foundation. Such trees may

have especially large root zones that may extend beneath
walkways and even a home. In the latter instance, foundations
may crack as roots try to stake their claim to the ground beneath a home. According to the home improvement resource
HomeAdvisor, homeowners pay an average of just over $4,000
to repair foundation issues, though major problems can cost
considerably more than that. A professional tree service can
remove aging trees that might be beautiful and awe-inspiring
but still pose a threat to a home and the areas surrounding it.
Tree services can improve visibility. Trees that have aged a
bit since their last trimming might affect the view of a property
from inside a home. Overgrown branches can compromise residents’ ability to see and experience the natural beauty just outside their windows. The average homeowner may be able to
trim short trees on his or her own, but if views from the second
floor of a home or higher have been compromised, it’s much
safer to call a professional tree service. Such services have the
right tools and experienced personnel necessary to safely trim

high branches on tall trees.
Tree services can help prevent future damage. Even if trees
made it through a recent winter unscathed, that’s no guarantee
next winter or even the coming seasons of spring, summer and
fall won’t ultimately prove their undoing. Travelers Insurance
notes that weather-related roof damage, including damage
resulting from falling limbs and branches weighed down by
snow during the winter months, accounted for more than half
of all Travelers property loss claims between 2009 and 2016.
According to BNC Insurance and Risk Advisors, homeowners may be liable if a tree they knew posed a threat falls onto
a passerby or a neighbor’s property and causes damage or
injury. Having all trees properly trimmed each year, but especially those that can fall on your home and your neighbors’
homes, may prevent future damage and legal issues.
Tree services can ensure trees maintain their awe-inspiring
beauty and help homeowners protect their homes and their
belongings.

(419) 886-3300 • www.locustcomers.com • 6917 Ankneytown Rd • Bellville, OH 44813
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9:00 am-5:30 pm • Saturday 9:00 am-3:00 pm • Closed Sunday

OH-70112251

305 S. Gay St. • Mount Vernon, OH 43050 • 740-392-5646

OH-70112751

“NO NEED TO
GO OUT
OF TOWN,
WE HAVE THE
BEST PRICES
AROUND!”
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training advices to pet owners,

Simple ways to prevent
dog-related lawn damage

Wednesday March 27, 2019 7
lawn fertilizers, further exacerbating the problem for pet owners
who fertilize their lawns.
In addition to urine damage, dogs
can trample frosted grass, contributing to problems that may not
become evident until spring, and
get into areas like gardens where
they wreak additional havoc.
Pet owners who want to let their
dogs run free in the yard but don’t
want damaged grass may be
tempted to put their pooches in
diapers or confine them to crates
when letting them outside. But
such an approach isn’t necessary.
In fact, some simple strategies
can be highly effective at preventing dog-related lawn damage.
Speak with a landscaper about
planting new grass. Certain
types of grass, such as Bermuda
grass, can withstand dog damage
better than others. Local climate
will dictate which types of grass
are likely to thrive in a given area,
so speak with a professional landscaper about the viability of planting new grass.

D

ogs love spending time
outdoors. Dog owners
with yards know that dogs
benefit greatly from some exercise
in the backyard. While that time
might be great for dogs, it can
take its toll on lawns. Dog urine
and feces can

health of a lush green lawn. Nitrogen is essential to healthy soil, but
only at certain levels. When those
levels are exceeded, the result
can be lawn damage. According
to The Spruce Pets, an advisory
site that offers practical tips and

this is what happens when pets
frequently urinate on grass. Urine
is naturally high in nitrogen, so
when pets urinate on lawns, the
grass might turn yellow or brown
due to the excess nitrogen content. Nitrogen also is present in

with dogs so they only urinate in
certain areas of the yard, greatly
reducing the damage they can
cause to a lawn. Trainers also
might help curb digging and clawing behaviors that can damage
lawns as well as gardens.
Consider hardscaping. Hardscaping might be most effective
for pet owners with small properties. Hardscaping does not include
grass and can add visual appeal
to a property while saving pet
owners the headaches of dealing
with dog-related lawn damage.
Dogs need time outdoors, and
homeowners can take various
stepsto protect their lawns from
dog-related damage.

Install fencing. Pet owners with
expansive yards can install fencing that allows dogs to spend
time exercising outdoors without
granting them access to the entire
property. Large dogs will need
more room than small ones, but
try to build fenced-in areas that
allow dogs to run freely and get
the exercise they need to stay
healthy.
Work with a dog trainer. Dog
trainers might be able to work

MILLER SANDBLASTING & PAINTING
Marlyn Miller
Fredericktown, OH 43019

OH-70112346

Farm Equipment • Vehicle Frames
Trailers • Rims • Lawn Furniture
Antiques • & Offering Misc. Repair Work

FOR ALL YOUR FLOORING NEEDS!
Cash & Carry All The Time!
We accept:

Ph# 567-231-6910

OH-70111044

Anything Metal
No Job Too Small

HEAD SALES PERSON

2424 Lexington Avenue
Mansﬁeld, OH • 419-884-2311

ZOE

OH-70112616
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Metal & Lumber Inc.

Buy Quality!
Metal Roofing For Houses, Garages and Barns.
• R-19 TextraFine™ 93” wide insulation
rolls fill the cavity between 8' posts.

• Rigidity, Recovery - expands back after

TextraFINE™
Post Frame
Insulation

compression,won’t settle with time
•
•

Blown in Fiber glass insulation
GreenGuard Foam board

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

•
•
•

Smooth Painted Finish
Textured Painted Finish
Mill Finished Galvalume*

* Mill Finished 25 year warranty, 20 yr Substrate warranty on painted panels

Panel-Loc-Plus

Snap-Loc Standing Seam

R-Loc

Used on Commercial steel buildings

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Lumber, Insulation, Windows, Doors, Sliding Door Hardware, Gutter, and More

419-347-1414

Visit our Web Site!
ZimmermansMetalAndLumber.com
57

OH-70112546

2842 Shelby Gang es Rd. • Shelby, OH 44875
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Rethink your kitchen layout

K

itchens are the most popular rooms in many homes. Even
though The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics states the average person spends just 68
minutes each weekday consuming food, and around 37 minutes preparing meals, the
kitchen is not just a spot for food. It also is a gathering place for conversation, homework and
family time.
In recognition that so much time is spent in this heart of the home, many people are embracing some of the more popular trends concerning kitchen layouts to maximize the comfort and
efficiency of these rooms.

Creative Images
• Wood Furniture
• Custom Framing
• Farmhouse Primitive
• Antiques
• Rustic Home Decor
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A large family table in the center of the
room brings people into the kitchen to get
more involved with food, according to San
Francisco designer David Kensington.

Communal zones
Unlike the days of yore when the kitchen
was utilitarian, today’s home floor plans
make kitchens a focal point of a home.
Food preparation also is no longer a
solitary task. Thanks to larger kitchen
footprints and multiple zones set up for
meal creation, a greater number of people
can hang out in the kitchen and help with
meals. You’ll find multiple sinks, large
islands and more counter space are key
components of modern kitchen layouts.

Counter culture
Taking a page out of a favorite corner
diner or bar, kitchens are increasingly
outfitted with a large island flanked by chic
counter stools, according to the design
pros at Domino. Family members can pull
up a stool and grab a quick snack. It’s
also a great place for friends to engage
in conversation while a host or hostess
prepares cocktails and appetizers for an
evening soirée.

Dining nooks
Kitchen designs are bringing back
banquette seating in a cozy nook. This
design is a practical use of space, and
can fit in large and small kitchens alike. It
also can give a kitchen a high-end look,
as built-in banquettes can highlight a bay
window or seem custom-made for the
space. Banquette seating can fit a number
of people comfortably and provides a
sensible and casual dining spot solution.

Work zone
Many families like to have an area of the
kitchen set up as a tech zone where kids
can do their homework and even parents
can do some work, such as paying bills.
Setting aside an area of counter space
as a small desk area can be a great
idea. Such areas also help parents keep
a watchful eye on children while they’re
surfing the internet.

Family table
The trend experts at Southern Living
magazine indicate that formal dining and
living rooms are now used infrequently.
As a result, kitchens have evolved to
accommodate meal prep and dining.
OH-70111557

Galion Inquirer

Kitchens are the hub of the household, and
modern design trends cater to a growing
need for a multipurpose space.

CLADY’S

FLOORING & DECORATING

20% OFF
your next paint &
wallpaper purchase

Must present coupon. (1) coupon
per customer. Not valid with other
offers. Expires 6/2/19.
CLADY’S WALLPAPER & PAINT

Sandusky Ave., Bucyrus • 419.562.2272 or 800.700.4910

Hinkle’s Hinkle

’s

Come See Us
For All Your Bird
Feeding Supplies

Ma

re

OH-70112658

122 W. High St.
Mt. Vernon

740-397-2904
Opens at 11 am

Marengo Hardware

Harngo
dwa
re

20 S. Main, Marengo, OH

419-253-0221

HOURS: Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 7:00 am-7:00 pm
Wednesday 7:00 am-4:00 pm;
Friday 7:00 am-5:00 pm; Saturday 7:00 am-2:00 pm

WALNUT HILLS

LIVESTOCK FEED

We Carry
Wood
Pellets For
Your Stove!
OH-70112191
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How color can affect your garden
F

lower gardens can add color and
awe-inspiring appeal to a property.
The National Gardening Association
notes that gardeners can find nearly
every color of the spectrum in flowering
perennials. So whether you prefer soft pink,
are partial to bright red or want to relax in a
garden and gaze at something deep blue,
chances are you’ll find a perennial to tickle
your fancy.
The NGA offers the following breakdown
of colors to help gardeners learn how
their gardens can set the mood they’re
looking for.
Bright colors
A garden full of bright colors like red,
orange, magenta, and yellow can provide

Cylinders with
Over Fill Prevention
Devices

Roofing Home and Barn Improvements

OH-70112213

419-946-6042 • 419-560-9855
Roofing • Spouting • Doors
Asphalt Shingles • Siding • Decks & Porches
Rubber Roofing • Foundation Work
Staining & Painting • Roof Painting
Barn Work • Dock Repair • Standing Seam
Beam Replacement • Shoreline Rip Rap

RequiRed By
OPd LAW!!!
AVAILABLE
Reconditioning
Propane Tanks

NEW PROPANE
TANKS
An Employee Owned Company

304 Sixth Ave., Galion
800-910-7338
419-468-5441
1941

OH-7011

a landscape with vigor and energy. The
NGA notes that brightly colored flowers
can withstand especially bright sunshine,
meaning gardeners can marvel at their
appearance even when the sun might be
adversely affecting other plants and flowers.
Pastel colors
Pastels, which include soft pink, powder
blue, lavender, and peach, create a
tranquil feeling in a garden. This makes
pastel perfect for those who want their
gardens to be a relaxing, peaceful respite
from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.
The NGA notes that pastels may looked
washed out in the midday sun, so they
might be best enjoyed early in the morning
or late in the afternoon.
Complementary colors
Complementary colors are those that
are opposite one another on the color
wheel. Orange and blue are examples
of complementary colors. According to
the NGA, complementary colors can add
creative energy and vitality to a garden.
Harmonious colors
These colors are those that are next to
each other on the color wheel, such as
orange and red. The NGA recommends
harmonious colors for gardeners looking
to create a unifying feel in their gardens
without resorting to a monochromatic color
scheme. Harmonious colors give off a
gentle feeling that can make for a relaxing
garden atmosphere.
Monochromatic colors
Monochromatic gardens can be aweinspiring even though they stick to a
single color and don’t provide an array of
awe-inspiring colors. The NGA notes that
gardeners with monochromatic gardens
make them interesting by using plants of
various sizes and shapes.
When planting a garden, gardeners can
choose whichever color scheme they prefer.
To learn more about the effects of color
on a garden, visit the National Gardening
Association website at www.garden.org.
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Signs your soil might be compacted
are some sign potential indicators of
compacted soil.
Hard soil: Soil that is difficult, if not
impossible, to penetrate with a shovel
is likely compacted. Even healthy soil
is sometimes resistant to penetration,
but if homeowners put some muscle
into their efforts to penetrate the soil
and still can’t do so, then the soil is
compacted.
Standing water: Water standing on
top of soil for a long time is doing
so because the soil is likely so
compacted that the water, which roots
need to thrive, cannot get through.
Excessive water runoff: Runoff
occurs when watering lawns. But if
nearly all of the water intended for
the lawn and the soil beneath it is
seemingly being diverted away from

the grass, then that means the water
cannot get through to the soil or that
so little is getting through that the
lawn’s health is in jeopardy.
Loss of vegetation or poor plant
growth: Compacted soil prevents
water, nutrients and oxygen from
accessing the root zone. As a result,
plants, including trees, are vulnerable
to disease and even death.
Surface crust: Surface crust, which
blocks oxygen and water from
penetrating the soil and tends to inflict
areas like footpaths and playgrounds
due to heavy foot traffic, contributes to
runoff and soil erosion.
Compacted soil is relatively simple to
fix. But when untreated, compacted
soil can threaten lawns, plants and
other vegetation.

BOB & BOB DOOR co.

3,000 Square Fee

903 W. Longview Ave • Mansfield, OH 44906

(419)747-2255 • 1-800-676-2507

50

OH-70108788

for your

18 WEST HIGH STREET
MOUNT GILEAD

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

!
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r
e
h
s
i
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i
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OH-70112764

OH-70111849

www.BOBANDBOBDOOR.com email: bobandbobdoor@yahoo.com

Home& Garden!

ANTIQUES

KATATONA
REALTY

Entry Doors • Storm Doors • Garage Doors • Openers
Sales • Service •Installation • Residential & Commercial

Family Business since 1969

t!

Antiques
Upcycled
Farmhouse
Shabby Decor

th

Debbie Newmeyer, Manager • Robert Crabbs, Owner

ON THE
SQUARE

OH-70112811

C

ompacted soil can result
from any number of activities,
including walking on a lawn.
When soil on a lawn is compacted,
grass roots might not receive the
water, oxygen and nutrients they
need to grow in strong. The can lead
to weak lawns that are vulnerable to
various issues. However, homeowners
need not avoid their lawns to prevent
soil compaction. Rather, learning to
recognize signs of soil compaction
and paying special attention to heavily
trafficked areas of the yard can help
homeowners identify the problem early
and address it before grass begins
to suffer. Cooperative Extension,
which is supported by the United
States Department of Agriculture and
the National Institute of Food and
Agriculture, notes that the following

410 KALER AVE. • BUCYRUS, OH
www.katona.com • 419-562-7900
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Valuable renovations

E

ach year, Remodeling magazine publishes its “Cost vs. Value” report to give
homeowners a greater understanding
of how much popular home projects will cost
across the nation, as well as which renovations will offer the greatest return on invest-

ment. According to their research, these
projects improved in value between 2017 and
2018 and can be smart choices for homeowners looking to add popular features to their
properties. Below are the popular projects
and the average cost of the renovations.

• Midrange bathroom addition: $44,717

• Midrange bathroom remodel: $19,134

• Midrange deck addition (wood): $10,950

• Midrange entry door replacement (steel): $1,471
• Upscale garage door replacement: $3,470

• Midrange manufactured stone veneer: $8,221
• Midrange minor kitchen remodel: $21,198
• Midrange siding replacement: $15,072

• Midrange universal design bathroom: $16,393
• Upscale window replacement (vinyl): $15,955

HENRY LUMBER
CO. INC.

No matter what size the project, Henry Lumber
can help tackle the job from start to finish!
Some of our products include:
• ROOFING
• SIDING & TRIM
• LUMBER
FREE
• EXTERIOR DOORS
ESTIMATES!
• HARDWARE
• WINDOWS
• MOULDING & MILLWORK

Garberick Realty Co.
Complete Real Estate Service
Family Owned For 74 Years!

Jon Garberick
REALTOR/BROKER

(419) 562-5051

garberickrealty.com

OH-70112322

OH-70112646

920 Mansfield St. • Bucyrus, OH

395 Quarry St. • Marion, OH • 740-383-1159
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7:30am-5pm • Sat. 8am-12pm • Sun. Closed
www.henrylumber.com
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MAKE YOUR DREAM HOME A REALITY WITH OUR
SPRING PATIO DOOR SALE ALL APRIL LONG!

Now Featuring A - Series Windows & Patio Doors!

Frenchwood® Gliding Patio Doors
A-Series Frenchwood® gliding patio doors feature wider panel styles,
giving your home the old-world character of traditional French doors, along
with the convenience and space savings no hinged door can provide. Made
of wood protected by fiberglass, it’s our best-performing gliding patio door.
DURABLE

• Virtually maintenance-free and exterior ﬁnish never needs painting and won’t ﬂake, rot, blister,
peel, pit, or corrode*
• Exteriors are protected by ﬁberglass for long-lasting* performance

ENERGY-EFFICIENT

• Weather-resistant construction for greater comfort and energy eﬃciency
• Variety of High-Performane Low-E4® glass options available to help control heating and cooling
costs in any climate
• Many A-Series patio doors have options that make them ENERGY STAR® v. 6.0 certiﬁed throughout
the U.S.

BEAUTIFUL

• Eleven exterior color options and a variety of interior options
• Extensive hardware selection, grilles, between-the-glass art glass and patterned glass options

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

• Available with Stormwatch® protection for coastal areas
• Two-, three-, and four-panel conﬁgurations
• VeriLock® Security Sensors

OH-70112117

* Visit andersenwindows.com/warranty for details.
“ENERGY STAR” is a registered trademark of the U.S. Enbironmental Protection Agency.

419-884-DOOR • 35 Industrial Dr.
Lexington, OH • callahandoors.com

$50 OFF
Your Qualifying
Anderson
Door or Window
Purchase
Not valid w/other offers. Present coupon.
Exp. 4/30/19
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